
SPECIAL 
EVENT

EXTRAORDINARY ENTERTAINMENT



Danny Blue is a worldwide performer and he uses the power of the human mind
to impress people of all generations with his mind reading skills.
He is a mentalist with fantastic memory, incredible intelligence and amazing
manipulation skills to astonish millions of people from all over the world.
From Las Vegas to Dubai, from India to the Caribbean – they have all witnessed
his inexplicable demonstrations of telepathy and telekinesis (moving objects).
It is not surprising therefore, that casinos banned him, private investigators
seeked his help and although his powers are not just limited to the stage, he
uses his potential to make every event unforgettable.
Danny Blue never departs without leaving an extraordinary experience behind
and the questions arising prove his true impact on any audience.

„How did he do that?!“



SHOW OPTIONS

Make your event 
truly unforgettable by 
choosing from these 

unique and 
astonishing show 

ideas Danny Blue, the 
Mentalist

has to offer.

Exclusive Show

Close Up

Company

Customization

Impossible
Demonstrations

Gift Ideas



EXCLUSIVE 
MENTALIST 
SHOW

COMPANY
EVENTS

30-40 MINS
GALA DINNERS
AWARD SHOWS

An interactive, exciting and entertaining
mentalist show with staggering feats that will
have a truly impressive impact on your
guests. The atmosphere Danny brings to the
occasion, combining his humorous style,
rapport and energy, will provide the
audience with a lasting remembrance of this
incredible experience. Danny engages with
the public during the show and encourages
interaction, so that they aren’t just passive
spectators but participants of the event.



DELIVER YOUR 
MESSAGE

BRANDED
DEMONSTRATIONS

UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE

TAILOR-MADE
EXPERIENCE

Would you like to make your next event even
more special? You can have elements added,
that promote your brand, so that the
company's message reaches guests in a way
that’s most uniquely memorable. Do you
want your guests to remember your
corporate message even long after your
event has ended? Your company's logo can
appear in one of the demonstrations or
Danny can deliver your key message from the
stage. Danny’s sense of creativity and
resourcefulness allow him to skillfully work
your company’s values into the act or place
your products in the show, whether it’s a
matchbox-sized product or even a car.



CUSTOMIZATION
ALSO AVAILABLE

WALKAROUND 
ENTERTAINMENT

COCKTAIL PARTIES
GALA DINNERS

PRIVATE EVENTS

CLOSE-UP
MIND
READING

Danny Blue can provide an “up close
and personal” encounter. Have him
perform at your cocktail party,
gathering but it can also be added
before or after his stage show. He
shows face-to-face how mind reading
really feels, analyses body language
and guesses your free choices. With
him there are no coincidences, and the
participants will talk about this
personal experience for years to come.



THRILLING
EXPERIENCE

SHOCKINGLY
UNEXPLAINABLE

DEATH-PROOF
INTUITION

FANTASTIC
PREDICTION

Just as Danny predicted the winner of the World Cup and of the Formula
1, he prepares a prediction for the day, or for the event, as an amazing
experiment. A box containing this prediction can be hung above the
stage before the show commences, or even prior to the event. As
everyone witnesses the untouched box, curiosity builds with each hour
that passes! The big revelation after Danny’s show will be a mind-
blowing experience for everyone as he will have predicted key moments
of the event.

The Mentalist Show can be enhanced with this thrilling demonstration. Danny
calls a man on stage, who then goes inside one of four boxes without anyone
knowing. Danny, who will then, relying on his intuition, proceeds to saw the
three empty boxes in half. You can feel the excitement and tension from the very
beginning of the act. By the time there are only two boxes left, everyone is on
the edge of their seats, watching the demonstration with bated breath.



MOTIVATIONAL
SPEECH

PUBLICITY
STUNT

How would you like to make your promotion really stand out?
Danny is your key to impressing the crowd! The “Publicity Stunt” is
a bold and surprising feat that raises public awareness of the
promoted product and of the company itself. It is a tailored
attention-catcher performed on a public venue. It makes your
brand unforgettable and unique, creating memories of the product
that will last.

In the case of professional events, there is often a need to engage the
participants and spark their innermost genius with a performance that’s
refreshingly different from what they were expecting. ’The power of your
mind’ is a talk Danny has a unique take on. As a mentalist he is the one to
talk about the unlimited power your mind can give you. This is the
energizing jumpstart to rouse the crowd and get their minds really rolling.
Feel free to enquire other topics from Danny, as has worked himself up to
the famous and sought after mentalist, that he is today.

EXCITING BRAND
PROMOTION

EMPOWERING 
INSPIRATION



MIND-
BOGGLING

UNIQUE
BRANDING
AVAILABLE

CORPORATE 
GIFTS

The solution for post-event engagement. Danny Blue gives you one less
thing to worry about! Now you don't have to come up with a post-event
gift idea, because Danny offers a selection of engaging gifts that will keep
your event in the minds of your audience. Customize these mind-
boggling giveaways with your logo.



We are looking forward to hearing from you and hope 
that Danny will have the pleasure of 

Amazing your guests in the near future! 

Virag Mancz 
International Sales

+36709089790
sales@danny-blue.com www.danny-blue.com

mailto:sales@danny-blue.com
http://www.danny-blue.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dannybluementalist?trk=org-employees_mini-profile_image
https://www.youtube.com/user/Danny8000
https://www.facebook.com/dannyblue0/
https://www.instagram.com/iamdannyblue/

